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About This Content

The Awkward Dimensions Redux Original Soundtrack is a collection of over 20 different tracks from 5 artists. These songs
are just a snippet of the amazing work these musicians do, and I encourage you to check out the rest of their work along with

the other musicians work that was not created specifically for this game on the game's hub pinned discussion board for links to
their bandcamp and soundcloud pages.

All Tracks Are Presented In Mp3 Format.

 Dong Lee - Reckoner In Green

 Dong Lee - Uhhh

 Dong Lee - Backdrop Suite
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 Dong Lee - Killing Time

 Dong Lee - Haley, a piano arrangement

 Dong Lee - 90 Bpm Experiment

 Dong Lee - 110 Bpm Experiment

 Dong Lee - 140 Bpm Experiment

 Dong Lee - A Waltz

 Dong Lee - Rigaudon

 Dong Lee - E Minor Swag Marila

 Dong Lee - 09 Track 9

 Dong Lee - Piano and Drums

 Dong Lee - Steven Music 1

 Dong Lee - Steven Music 2

 Dong Lee - Intimate Piano Skit

 Dong Lee - Lounge

 Dong Lee - Lovely Ablad, revisisted

 Dong Lee - Another Night in the city

 Pablo Garduño - 40's & Bluntsss

 American Grandma - Teenage Games

 American Grandma - Downbeat Anthem

 Franz Liszt - Liebestraum No. 3 Notturno (Recording by Piano Markus)

 Clawfoot Slumber - Alone

 Steven Harmon - Surface

 Steven Harmon - That Dark Dark Place

Songs will be placed in your Awkward Dimensions Redux folder in the Steam Directory:
...Steam\steamapps\common\Awkward Dimensions Redux\OST

Songs can also be scanned in the Steam settings and played through the built in music player in Steam.
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An interesting little metroidvania, inspired by a literary quote, that delivers a unique experience.

While this game is certainly not for everyone, I enjoyed it quite and bit, and at 5 bucks, it is certainly worth the price of
admission.

Be warned, however, the combat is simplistic, there is not a great deal of enemy variety, there are sound effects but not music,
and the experience itself is a short one (I completed the game in about 2 hours.) The ending is also not what you will be
expecting, although I found it interesting. For less than the cost of lunch, I'd recommend giving it a try.. Don't expect too much
from this, it was well made, but a simple visit to various Mars landers with very simple interaction tasks at each one.

The dust storm was nice.

As long as you understand this is a fairly simple and educational (to a point) Mars immersion app, then it's worth the discounted
price I paid.
. Eh, it's so far a decent HOG-- nothing spectacular but not bad. It's pretty buggy on my computer though. The cursor frquently
keeps disappearing and reloading on a different part of the screen. Haven't been able to find a fix. That's annoying on Hidden
object screens, frustrating on minigames like the one where you have to turn a safe dial and one where wires need to be
connected, and downright exasperating on the tanagram puzzle where, if you're "holding" a piece when the cursor disappears...
so does the piece. Maybe not everyone will have this problem but I've never had this on another one and there are plenty of
others with more interesting stories.. Not realistic, not fun to fly, it is one of those things you can get from a free addon. For
\u00a320 i would expect at least a working HUD! Rip off!!!. I have to recommend voice warrior. I have the word "load" set to
R, so in any FPS game I play I can reload with my voice. Epic!!!. Funny little gem with a lot of replay-ability. It looks and feels
much better in VR than what I was expected from watching videos.. been a fan since the first and second edition. would be
better with more levels. great game along the same lines as Crimsonland type games. Love the way each game builds on the
previous one in mechanics and lore terms. Crazy Machines is a mind puzzle game. As the apprentice of a wacky inventor,
complete the puzzles to achieve specific effects using a limited amount of knick-knacks.

Pros: This starts out as a fairly simple game with a low learning curve, new elements being introduced as you progress from
puzzle to puzzle. You can test the effect of the solution as often as you'd like, which you'll be required to do, regularly
needing to adjust your setup and check how different the effect is. The physics of the game, although not fully realistic, are
close enough to help guess how most pieces work and wrap your head around it.

Cons: The difficulty isn't as gradual as it could be. You might have a hard puzzle that requires you to adjust one or more
item by a pixel, over and over until it works, followed by an extremely straightforward puzzle right after. The hint system is
very limited, are rarely actually help. Graphics are showing their age.

Verdict: \u2605\u2605\u2605\u2606\u2606 - It's up to you

All and all, Crazy Machines is exactly what it sets out to be, and there is no mistaking that it follows directly in the footsteps
of The Incredible Machines. If that's what you're looking for, you won't care about the graphics and this game has the
cheapest puzzle\/$ ratio of the franchise. This game is void of any action or excitement, but rather is meant to make you
stop, think, observe and resolve the puzzle. If it's what you're looking for, you won't be disappointed.

\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u
2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014
This was just my opinion.

If you found this review helpful, please consider giving it a thumbs up, and feel free to check out more of my (purely
opinionated) reviews.. The best FPS that no one could play.
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DO NOT BUY this game is pretty much unplayable. No matter what you do this frame rate is horrific. It jumps and sputters
around regardless of your computer or settings. Couldn't do a damn thing.. Despite all the positive reviews of Enola, my husband
and I just ended up disappointed.

The game is dark, and by that, I don't mean the tone (though that is pretty dark too). I mean even with the brightness all the way
up, it's impossible to see where you're going in some parts. That wouldn't have been a deal breaker, but it means that navigating
to the next part of the game becomes virtually impossible. We simply could not find our way no matter how much we looked
around.

Enola seemed okay at first, with a decent atmosphere and a curious story. But aside from the inability to see, the puzzles Enola
offers up are extremely simple, rendering that part of the game a bit boring. It's an exploration game that's too dark to properly
explore, and a puzzle game with no challenge, and that's not a mix I can recommend.. For 99 cents this game is not that bad, I
remember interviewing the person who made this game on my Youtube Channel, let me just say... The developer of this game is
a nice guy, very polite I liked talking to him. This is actually a really nice game, the only complaint I might have is, the difficulty
is pretty hard but that's kind of the point of the game so I won't talk about that much, this game is actually pretty good.. I have a
question to the developers ... Have you ever tested the scenarios? Scenario 1: I am appraching the platform, seing 60 speed limit.
Then I start to brake, and suddenly I have speeding alert. It suddenly becomes 45 speed limit. So speed markers are totally
wrong .. but my thoughts are .. Is it that difficult to have 1 staff member test it and correct the markers? how long will it take to
fix and update? not long .. but looks like you do not care about that. Then you are talking about accuracy and presicion .. do you
expect us to support you buying dlc when you NEVER fix bugs? so you are that poor that you cant hire a tester who actually
plays the scenario and see bugs? I have read a lot of reviews and I couldnt believe that .. untill .. I saw that by my OWN eyes ..
so you NEVER fix scenario bugs .. then i feel like stopping support this game .. the game is not perfect and i understand that ..
but i can forget all engine faults and some graphical and fps issues .. BUT i can never forgive you for not testing the scenario
and not fixing those speed limits .. so no more buys from me .... I was really happy when this game was out as a remaster since i
didn't have the chance to play it on the play station 3. This RPG tried to make a lot of new things for the genre and for me it was
successful. The story of the game even if not delivered in the best possible way was really appealing making me wanting to
explore more aspects of the game's lore. The combat tried to implement many new progression systems and while looking
complicated and tedious at start as you dig in more , it becomes enjoyable providing a large spectrum of combos and
customization like i have never seen before in an RPG. A great application for those is the final dungeon called Neverland
which for me was an excellent final challenge testing all aspects that you learned in your journey.The only part of the game i
found kinda tedious which felt like a chore was the grinding needed in the arena in order to acquire the platinum trophy , i don't
get why there is a reason to beat every match in the arena 10 times but i can't complain since its a completely optional task. The
graphics are good for the era the game came out and are bearable by today's standards. Concluding i must say this game is a
hidden gem in the RPG genre that will satisfy almost every RPG fan who is willing to see something new and different that the
usual stuff.

8\/10. My type of game <3. Devs abandoned game. Do not buy. Bad technical state
*resolution reset every level.. 3D\u7248\u672c\u7684\u63a8\u7bb1\u5b50..... So my Mom had this bucket list item of seeing
the pyramids and I got this to impress her in her first VR experience. This game is jerky, has poor wall recognition where you
walk to close to the wall and your VR will go black and the video sometimes glitches\/flashes... I have to say that this has\/had
potential but from the looks of it there are not updates and no real desire to make this a fantastic playable adventure. I had
always thought that Nat Geographic should have made a tutorial\/exploration game that you could either turn on or off mummys
etc... but this is just not a quality game.

My Mom played for about 10 minutes and then with too much walking into blackness and jittery environment her equilibreum
finally said enough was enough and she ripped the headset off and said she was going to throw up... it seemed close. Took about
2 hours for her to 'settle down'

Maybe take what you have here as a starting point and try getting funding through kickstarter or indigogo to take it to the next
level? This is a homebrew that needs to be fixed... I love the concept, just the programmer(s) didn't have the skill or knowledge
to make it consumer friendly.

I only recommend this to seasoned VR players that can handle poorly written VR gaming at this time.... The game is more retro,
although the picture is very ordinary, but there are many small eggs. Personally, I prefer this kind of game without hints to
fumble on my own. Suggestions 1. Increase the minimap 2. Keyboard shortcut 3. I want to see the number of people online.
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